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DOI: 10.1039/b818738jThis Technical Note is the first description of a large-scale logarithmic flow-rate damping system
designed to retain cells of different adherence, different suspensibility and different motility. The
chamber, which can easily retain and cultivate many types of cells, including high-motility cells and
swimming cells, via a series of ‘‘speed bumps’’, readily facilitates cell retention for complex
heterogeneous cultures. Yeast cells, red blood cells, rabbit bone marrow aspirate and dinoflagellate
swimming cells were introduced into the chip for multi-cell retention, multi-cell culture and
observation. Here, we show that the chamber creates a flow field with a ratio of end/start speeds as low
as 0.01. The logarithmic distribution of flow-rate within the chamber is controlled precisely by pressure,
all of the cell types that we tested were retained easily within the chamber. Many cell–cell interactions
were observed, predicting a high potential for the success of on-chip heterogeneous cell experiments.Introduction
The construction of a heterogeneous cell-based microenviron-
ment1 for single cells in a microfluidic device is a huge challenge,2
which must be met successfully for the development of biologi-
cally routine application of ‘cells on chips’. The ability to
manipulate and retain cells is achieved by making use of hydro-
dynamic, gravitational, or adhesion forces.3 The basic shape of
most microfluidic chambers is rectangular,2–6 but they are limited
by their narrow range of flow velocity for retention of different cell
types with a wide range of adhesion ability, suspensibility and
motility for on-chip co-culture. Multi-cell micropatterning2
makes use of the strong adhesion force of cells or gel modules.4
For weak adhesion, the chamber can be put into a side channel,7,8
filled with sieves9,10 or microfibers,11 or the shape can be changed
to circular8,9,12 with terraces12 to expand the velocity distributions
for more cell types. The Hele-Shaw13 flow chamber is an
expanding diameter chamber that has proved useful for cell
capture, but it is not a broadband flow-rate chamber. Its high/low
or inlet flow rate/outlet flow rate ratio is only3. The objective of
this work was to design a chip that can retain a wide variety of cell
types, including suspending cells (like red blood cells), low-
motility cells (like leukocytes), and high-motility (swimming) cells
(like sperm or dinoflagellates), and to aim for co-cultures.
We designed a trumpet-like chamber with a logarithmic
expansion to create a great range of flow-rates for a wide variety
of cell types. The original flow-rate in the trumpet-like chamber
can be slowed to less than 1/100. Even when the inlet flow is very
fast, the outlet flow can be very slow and will provide very low
shear stress. For very high-motility cells, such as swimming cells,aDepartment of Biology, Xiamen University, Xiamen, Fujian, 361005,
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3012 | Lab Chip, 2009, 9, 3012–3015the high flow-rate at the inlet can guarantee cell injection and
prevent cells from escaping the inlet by swimming backward, and
the very slow flow-rate near the outlet provides low shear stress
for the cell culture. Speed bumps are embedded in the open area
to aid the function of the speed-control chamber.
Experimental
The predictability and controllability determine the quality of the
chamber. Logarithmic or exponential functions are natural
functions of variables such as loudness, brightness or even the
size of cells; exponential widths, not linear widths, are logarith-
mically even and the whole chamber is effective for better
predictability and controllability. The streamlines in a speed-
control chamber follow an approximate exponential curve,
(Fig. 1A,B) which has a calculable length (see ESI†), and are
straight only along the central axis. Speed bumps are designed to
follow a path of the same length as these curves. The precision of
the pressure control is 0.5 Pa for pressure (Anthone Elec. Ltd.,
Xiamen, China). The etching depth is strictly controlled to form
speed bumps according to Fig. 1C. Higher h2 facilitates cell
adhesion, while a very low h1 can block the flow with cells. We
tried to label the micro-flows in the chamber with chicken red
blood cells. Velocities of moving cells were calculated for statis-
tical evaluation of the velocity of the liquid flow. Rabbit bone
marrow cells were collected from the bones of domesticated
rabbits. Alexandrium tamarense cells were cultured for the
injection of swimming cells (see ESI for details†).
Results and discussion
Microfluidic tests
The resistance of viscous liquid flow in a tube is related directly to
its velocity. Therefore, a linear relationship is expected between
pressure and velocity in the speed-control chamber. Fig. 2A
shows the correlation of velocity and pressure in a large data set.
Apart from the slight bending of the fitted curve caused by
friction between the red blood cells and the floor of the chip atThis journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2009
Fig. 1 The manufacture of a speed-control chip with speed bumps. A One-step photomask exposure, etching and bonding for both the trumpet-like
chamber and its speed bumps (SP). B A real glass chip with a speed-control chamber. Red arrows show the streamlines, and the green arrow shows
a curve that has the same distance along the streamlines from the entrance. Speed bumps are designed according to different lengths of streamlines from
the entrance. C Dimensions of speed bumps (h1 and h2) are controlled by the mask width (w) and the etching depth (d).
Fig. 2 The pressure control on the entrance velocity (A) and the velocity
distributions (B) in a speed-control chamber. Each point represents
a single measurement of a red blood cell by analyzing the video. Error
bars represent average standard deviations from at least 12 replicates.
































View Article Onlinea low flow rate, the velocity–pressure model gives the speed-
control chamber a practical application under precise speed
control. An ideal speed-control chamber requires a logarithmic
distribution of flow-rate. Velocities of cells are used to substitute
velocities of flow. Thousands of moving red blood cells were
measured by analyzing video clips, and the results are illustrated
by Fig. 2B. The results are logical and smooth, and curve fitting
of a logarithmic model revealed very similar coefficients (–0.50 at
373 Pa,0.60 at 245 Pa,0.53 at 196 Pa, and0.56 at 98 Pa). By
combining the pressure–velocity model and the distance–velocity
model, velocities from 1000 mm/s to 0 were controlled precisely
by the speed-control chamber. The ratio of end/start speeds can
be as low as 0.01.
To evaluate the chamber’s ability to retain specified types of
cells, we used yeast cells to measure the distributions in the
process of pressure-driven sample movements along the speed-
control chamber; the results are shown in Fig. 3A. The high cell
density sample sections formed peaks in the cell distribution
diagrams. There was a high and narrow peak near the chamber
entrance (see the left-hand peak), and the peak expanded as it
moved toward the outlet (from left to right). While the peak
expands, cells in the sample are dispersed and physical details are
magnified. Any tiny differences among cells emerge on the peaks.
From the four distributions in Fig. 3A, two sub-groups are
separated (see the peaks on the right, labeled with the highest
pressure). Here, the cell-affinity chromatographic effect is
apparently based on a cell’s suspensibility or adherence. Further
inspections under the microscope showed that the faster group
had more cell clusters (see images in ESI†). Our previous studies
of on-chip growth of yeast cells14 showed that multi-cell clusters
were formed by the consecutive budding of cells; i.e. the cell
clusters are younger cells.
Rabbit bone marrow cells were used to test the additional
retaining effects of speed bumps (Fig. 3B). The distributionLab Chip, 2009, 9, 3012–3015 | 3013
Fig. 3 The density distributions of different cells (A, yeast cells; B, rabbit
bone marrow cells; C, fast swimming dinoflagellate cells. The images at a–
































View Article Onlineshows an abrupt stopping head caused by the blocking effect
when the velocity is sufficiently low, and a long tail caused by the
difference between cells and larger cells that were blocked earlier.
The stopping distance is controlled by the pressure of the sample
injection; the lower the sample injection pressure, the shorter the
stopping distance. Fig. 3C shows the results for swimming cells.
The stopping distance is also controlled at 8 mm.Multi-cell cultures of rabbit bone marrow aspirate
Cells from bone marrow aspirate show a high level of vitality in
the chamber. Some of them can spin with the flow. LeukocytesFig. 4 On-chip cultures of rabbit bone marrow cells (A, B) and fast swimmin
or orange (leukocyte, L2, L3 and L4), green (spinning bone marrow cell, M2) a
chemotactic movements or cell catching-carrying actions. The white lines in C
images taken at 1 second intervals, and cells held in front of a speed bump. E
1 second intervals, and the white lines depict the pathway of seven cells germ
3014 | Lab Chip, 2009, 9, 3012–3015move across speed bumps at a speed of about 10 mm/min (see
ESI†). The chemotactic migration of leukocytes during incuba-
tion for19 h is shown in Fig. 4A. The flow-rate was 8 mm/s. The
two cells (L2 and S1) were spatially very close (within 10 mm) at
first but showed no relationship at the beginning. After 3 h and
28 min, L2 developed from a round and smooth bone marrow cell
into an amoeba-like leukocyte. L2 then passed downstream and,
ignoring the existence of S1. After 4 h, L2 had a chemotaxic
response (see the 8-shaped yellow line), went upstream and up the
slope (energy-consuming moving) to catch S1 and turned down-
stream without hesitation. L2 maintained strong contact with S1
in the next 14 h but did not invaginate or destroy S1. Once or twice
S1 nearly escaped from L2 and was retained (See ESI movie†).
Leukocytes carrying small cells were common in the video
clips. A leukocyte (L3) carrying a small cell (S2) is traced in
a series of images in Fig. 4B. This L3 delivered its captive (S2) to
a bone marrow cell (M2), but the captive was taken by another
leukocyte (L4). The series of images in Fig. 4B follows this
process for 34 min (see ESI movie†). Leukocyte L3 went
upstream and carried a small cell (S2). Its velocity was about
5 mm/min toward a bone marrow cell (M2), and 4 min later L3
was very close to M2. There was an obvious contact between L3
and M2 for 2 min, and if there was any exchange of molecular
information between L3 and M2, it must have occurred during
this time. We know that a leukocyte carrying a cell holds its
captive very tightly, and controls it for >14 h. But at this time, L3
drops S2, moves far away and does not return. In the meantime,
another hunter leukocyte, L4, emerges from downstream and
steals S2, turns downstream, crosses the peak of the speed bump
and moves far away (see Fig. 4B and ESI†).
The paradoxical roles of the immune system during cancer
development15,16 are a good reason to question methods that lack
the means to observe single cells directly in the context of
a diverse range of cell types. As the most dangerous cancer cell
metastasis is definitely a kind of physical transportation. We
suggest that this direct carrying and delivering act of leukocytes
may be a metastatic method of cancer cells. Macrophages are
prominent in the stromal compartment in virtually all types of
malignancy.17,18 Apparently, macrophage recruitment and poor
prognosis indicate that macrophages are crucial for facilitating
late-stage metastatic progression of tumors.15 However, apartg dinoflagellate cells (C, D). Cells discussed in the text are coloured yellow
nd red (captive cells, S1 and S2). Lines of the same colour in A and B trace
indicate the path taken by one swimming cell with a series of overlapping
ach black arrow in D depicts the flow of a particle with images taken at
inating and crossing the speed bump (see ESI†). SP, speed bump.
































View Article Onlinefrom hypoxia, little is known of micro-environmental signals that
regulate the activities of subpopulations of TEMs in these
different tumor sites.18 Relationships between immune cells and
metastasis are studied more by chemical than physical means,
and the possibility of direct transportation of cancer cells by
immune cells has not been explored.
Looking back at the on-chip experiments on rabbit bone
marrow cells, we find that cells in the microchip are like a simu-
lated immune system stimulated possibly by anoxia. A glass
microchip prevents gas exchange with the culture medium, and
oxygen is carried by the liquid flow and anoxia occurs, to some
extent, in the chip. This is similar to the anoxia in a tumor, where
the cancer cells use increasing amounts of oxygen and the blood
flow cannot meet the demands. Either surgical wounds or anoxia
of a big tumor may enable immune cells to be metastatic helpers.
On the basis of our on-chip observations, our assumption is that
active immune cells obtain the ability to carry cells a long way
and they can drop the captured cells when they contact a marrow
cell. This carrying and dropping action might be a basic function
of most macrophages. If the anoxia area of a tumor attracts more
and more macrophages, the direct carrying of macrophages
moving in and out of this dangerous area will eventually cause
metastasis of the cancer. Additionally, if macrophages release
their cargo to bone marrow cells, bone marrow can be the first
transfer station in the cancer metastasis.
Many questions arise from these on-chip results. Does the
carrying act have a destination? Do similar phenomena exist in
the human body, or in other mammals? If the carrying and
dropping acts are common in mammals, what is its evolutionary
significance? Is it the main metastatic method of cancer cells?
How can we develop molecules to prevent leukocytes from
carrying and dropping cells with preference for marrow cells? As
a leukocyte can carry its captive cell through the narrow gap over
speed bumps, can a leukocyte carrying a cancer cell go through
the narrow gaps among tissue cells for metastasis?
Swimming cell cultures of dinoflagellate
A sperm cell uses its flagellum to propel itself toward the female
oocyte at a speed of 0–35 mm/s.19 Culturing high-motility single
cells is a great challenge for microfluidic microchips. The single
cell motile phytoplankton Prorocentrum micans has been repor-
ted to be controlled successfully via the oscillation amplitude.20
We tested the chip for multi-cell retention of high-motility
A. tamarense single cells (speed of 50 mm/s) (Fig. 3C). Fig. 4C
shows retained cells and a well-balanced flow (50 mm/s). This
weak flow maintains the supply of nutrients to the on-chip cells.
Suitable flows suppress cyst cells slightly on the speed bump
slopes and effectively guard the entrance of the chamber from
any reverse escape of fast swimming cells. Unarmored cells can
squeeze over speed bumps to the next step by virtue of flow
pressure until cells can no longer benefit from flow pressure to
cross bumps. Fig. 4D shows cells germinating from cysts and
going to the next step of the chamber (see ESI†).
Conclusions
A speed-control chamber is designed to cover a great range of
flow-rates. With a high velocity entrance and a low velocityThis journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2009ending (flow-rate < 1/100 that of the entrance flow), a speed-
control chamber easily retains all types of cells by pressure
control and the chamber’s logarithmic flow-rate distribution.
Speed bumps are embedded into the large open area of the
chamber to help it to retain low-or high-motility cells. Whole
rabbit bone marrow cells and red tide dinoflagellate single cells
were used to test the speed-control chamber for the range of
ability for cell retention and culture. The results show that this
chamber design is capable of retention and culture of all types of
cells, including high-motility cells such as leukocytes, or swim-
ming cells such as dinoflagellates (moving like sperm). Many
cell–cell phenomena are observed in the multi-cell chamber,
suggesting a high potential for on-chip heterogeneous cell
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